Sailors Pave Way To Title

This week and the varsity sailors placed MIT in the New England Team Racing Championship by soundly defeating Amherst and Northeastern University at Tufts on Mystic Lake. Similar preliminary contests on other courses across the East appear to have finished the final competition to Boston College, Coast Guard Academy, Brown, Harvard or Yale, Bowdoin, and MIT.

The Engineers emerged undefeated from a specialist brand of sailing called Team Racing in which only two schools contest at once. Each institution names four boats. Positions are given for all eight finishing positions so that individual accomplishment is not as important as team play.

The three schools represented entered in a round robin tournament. Each team was to race each opponent three times. Since the Cardinal and Grey already had the victory by beating Amherst three times and Northeastern University twice, the last race was called.

Dennis Page '61 and Bill Weilich '63 skipped two Tech boats with Bob Hopkins '60 and Jackson Van Heekeren '61 as crew. Pete Gray '61, last year's New Eng.
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ERECTA SHELF®

No trouble, no problems... now you can create your own custom-made backgrounds, room dividers, headboards, 10x6 cabinets, closet arrangements, and other smart furniture... easily and economically.

Erecta-Shelf furniture blends with every period decor. Simple to arrange arrangements... make them yours.